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This paper discusses a generalized approach to the multi-body separation problems in a launch vehicle staging environment based on constraint force methodology and its implementation into the Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories II (POST2), a widely used trajectory design and optimization tool. This development facilitates the inclusion of stage separation analysis into POST2 for seamless end-to-end simulations of launch vehicle trajectories, thus simplifying the overall implementation and providing a range of modeling and optimization capabilities that are standard features in POST2. Analysis and results are presented for two test cases that validate the constraint force equation methodology in a stand-alone mode and its implementation in POST2.

Nomenclature

\[
\begin{align*}
A &= \text{Combined rigid body constraint force equation system matrix} \\
b &= \text{Right hand side of combined system matrix equation} \\
\alpha &= \text{Angle-of-attack, deg} \\
\Delta x &= \text{X-component of distance between separating vehicles, ft} \\
\Delta z &= \text{Z-component of distance between separating vehicles, ft} \\
I &= \text{Inertia dyadic} \\
F_{(\text{CON})} &= \text{Internal joint constraint force vector} \\
F_{i(\text{EXT})} &= \text{External force vector acting on Rigid Body i} \\
m_i &= \text{Mass of Rigid Body i} \\
\omega_i &= \text{Angular velocity vector of Rigid Body i} \\
r_i &= \text{Inertial position vectors of joint connection on Rigid Body i} \\
\rho_{ij} &= \text{Vector from mass center of Rigid Body i to Joint j} \\
RB &= \text{Rigid Body} \\
T_{(\text{CON})} &= \text{Internal joint constraint torque vector} \\
T_{i(\text{EXT})} &= \text{External torque vector acting on Rigid Body i}
\end{align*}
\]

I. Introduction

The problem of dynamic separation of multiple bodies within the atmosphere is complex and challenging. One problem that has received significant attention in the literature is that of store separation from aircraft.1 A similar
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The basic concept of the CFE methodology is illustrated in the current version of each body. Then, the motion of moments acting capabilities that are standard features in most trajectory software packages like POST2. separation unique capability for seamless and efficient end verifying. For these two test cases, the CFE results were in follow.

Consider the motion of two rigid body vehicles that are connected as shown in Fig. 1. The external forces and moments acting on each body while they are connected are shown in Fig. 1(a). These external forces
( \( F_{A}^{(EXT)} \) and \( F_{B}^{(EXT)} \)) and external moments ( \( T_{A}^{(EXT)} \) and \( T_{B}^{(EXT)} \)) are computed by POST2 in the usual manner and are the resultants of gravity, aerodynamic, and propulsive forces on each vehicle. Fig. 1(b) shows the internal constraint forces and moments (\( F_{A}^{(CON)} \) and \( T_{A}^{(CON)} \)) acting on each vehicle at the joint location. These internal forces and moments depend upon the type of joint being simulated as well as the externally applied forces and moments on each vehicle. For joints that permit only relative rotation between two bodies, the forces and moments on one body have magnitudes that are equal and directions that are opposite to those acting on the other body, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Finally, Fig. 1(c) illustrates the way in which the CFE methodology of joint modeling is implemented in POST2. At each integration time step, the current version of POST2 computes the typical external forces and moments acting on each vehicle. In the new version of POST2, the CFE algorithm works in parallel to compute the joint loads and applies them as additional external forces and moments to each vehicle. Thus, the net external forces and moments on each vehicle are the sum of the usual external forces and moments and the joint loads applied on each vehicle as new external forces and moments. From there, the POST2 solution is propagated in the usual manner to reach the next time step. Consequently, the CFE joint model simply augments the external vehicle loads and does not require modification to the POST2 equations of motion. The resulting framework enables users to connect various vehicles that are otherwise completely independent when using the current version of POST2, and perform multi-body simulations. The CFE algorithm is implemented as a separate FORTRAN module, which is compiled and linked with the main POST2 application.

The sample multi-body system depicted in Fig. 2 shows five rigid bodies connected by four joints. The joints are indicated as solid dots labeled J1-J4, and the rigid bodies are labeled as RB1-RB5. The \( \rho \) vectors define the joint locations relative to the respective center of mass of each attached body. The CFE algorithm is implemented such that each joint connects exactly
two rigid bodies that form a pair. Furthermore, any given pair cannot have more than one joint connection in order to prevent over-constrained system conditions. Such multi-body systems are said to have tree topology.

The CFE algorithm computes the inertial components of the internal joint forces and moment (joint loads) based on the mass properties, kinematical states, and external loads (e.g., gravity, aerodynamics, etc.) applied to each vehicle in the system. Additional inputs include joint configuration information such as location and orientation, joint type, and connectivity specifications. The CFE algorithm then selects an appropriate set of equations based on these model parameters and states and assembles them in matrix form. The final equations have the matrix form \( Ax = b \), where the array \( x \) contains the unknown constraint loads for each joint and the generalized accelerations of each vehicle.

The set of equations \( Ax = b \) consists of 1) equations of motion for each body resulting from application of Newton’s second law, 2) equations describing the constraints imposed by each joint, 3) equations that eliminate components of constraint loads for directions in which a joint does allow motion, and 4) relationships between constraint forces and moments acting on adjacent bodies as a consequence of the law of action and reaction. The array \( x \) contains six unknown generalized accelerations for each rigid body, as well as twelve unknown constraint load components associated with each joint (three constraint forces components and three constraint moment components applied to each of two bodies). The details of this approach are discussed in the following sections.

A. Equations of Motion

The equations of motion for each rigid body can be expressed with six scalar equations obtained from Newton’s second law:

\[
\mathbf{F}_i + \sum_j \mathbf{F}^{(\text{CON})}_{ij} = m_i \ddot{x}_i \tag{1}
\]

\[
\mathbf{T}_i + \sum_j \left[ (\mathbf{\rho}_{ij} \times \mathbf{F}^{(\text{CON})}_{ij}) + \mathbf{T}^{(\text{CON})}_{ij} \right] = \mathbf{I}_i \cdot \dot{\omega}_i + \mathbf{\omega}_i \times \mathbf{I}_i \cdot \omega_j \tag{2}
\]

where the \( i \) subscripts represent the \( i^{th} \) vehicle, and the \( j \) subscripts represent the \( j^{th} \) local joint connection on rigid body \( i \). \( \mathbf{F}_i \) and \( \mathbf{T}_i \) represent the resultant external forces and torques, excluding constraint loads, \( m_i \) is the vehicle mass, \( \ddot{x}_i \) is the linear acceleration of the mass center, \( \mathbf{I}_i \) is the inertia dyadic with respect to the mass center of vehicle \( i \), \( \omega_i \) is the absolute angular velocity, and \( \dot{\omega}_i \) is the time rate of change of angular velocity. \( \mathbf{F}^{(\text{CON})}_{ij} \) and \( \mathbf{T}^{(\text{CON})}_{ij} \) represent the resultant constraint force and torque vectors acting on body \( i \) at its \( j^{th} \) joint location. The \( \mathbf{\rho}_{ij} \) vector defines the \( j^{th} \) joint connection position relative to the center of mass of vehicle \( i \).

B. Constraint Equations

In addition to Eqs. (1) and (2), a series of constraint conditions are necessary to define the characteristics of each joint. The CFE algorithm specifically models scleronomic configuration constraints that restrict between zero and six degrees of freedom per joint connection. The CFE algorithm models these constraints by applying combinations of the following equations:

\[
\frac{d^2}{dt^2} \left[ (\mathbf{r}_b - \mathbf{r}_a) \cdot \mathbf{e}_A \right] = 0 \tag{3}
\]

\[
\frac{d^2}{dt^2} \left[ \mathbf{e}_b \cdot \mathbf{e}_A \right] = 0 \tag{4}
\]

The \( A \) and \( B \) subscripts represent the two vehicles connected by a particular joint. \( \mathbf{r}_A \) and \( \mathbf{r}_B \) are the inertial position vectors of the joint connections on vehicles \( A \) and \( B \), respectively. \( \mathbf{e}_i \) represents a unit vector fixed in vehicle \( A \), and \( \mathbf{e}_b \) represents a unit vector fixed in vehicle \( B \). The undifferentiated form of Eq. (3) states that the joint connection on vehicle \( B \) cannot translate relative to the joint connection on vehicle \( A \) along the direction defined by \( \mathbf{e}_A \). The undifferentiated form of Eq. (4) likewise restricts rotational motion between vehicles \( A \) and \( B \). The
constraints are differentiated twice to yield equations constraining the generalized accelerations for inclusion in the system matrix equations.

C. Joint Degrees of Freedom

In contrast to more conventional Lagrange Multiplier methods, the number of multipliers employed in the CFE algorithm can be regarded as more than absolutely necessary. This redundancy is introduced in the interest of generality in the algorithm. As a result, additional information is needed in conjunction with Eqs. (3) and (4) to solve the system. Specifically, each joint is assigned between one and six scalar equations of the form of (3) and (4), depending on the number of constrained degrees of freedom. The constraint load components must be set to zero for all remaining degrees of freedom not restricted by Eqs. (3) and (4). This can be stated mathematically as follows.

\[ F_B^{\text{(CON)}} \cdot e = 0 \]  
\[ T_B^{\text{(CON)}} \cdot e = 0 \]

where \( F_B^{\text{(CON)}} \) and \( T_B^{\text{(CON)}} \) represent the constraint force and torque vectors acting at the joint connection on vehicle B, and \( e \) is a unit vector which is aligned with the appropriate degree of freedom. These constraining forces and moments are the additional external forces and moments provided by CFE, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c).

As an example, a revolute joint prevents all relative joint displacement from occurring between vehicles A and B, and only allows rotation about a single axis. This single degree of freedom joint is specified using three equations of form (3), and two equations of form (4). Since the revolute joint has no torque resistance about its axis of rotation, we must additionally add Eq. (6) with \( e \) set to a unit vector along the axis of rotation. For a prismatic joint, Eq. (5) would be used and \( e \) is a unit vector in the direction of permitted translation.

In summary, each joint must employ a total of six scalar equations of the form of Eqs. (3), (4), (5), and (6) appropriate to the joint type. Since the constraint loads are modeled separately for each connected vehicle, there are a total of twelve unknown scalar components for each joint. This implies that six additional equations are needed to account for the remaining unknowns. The equations in the following section provide these additional six equations.

D. Law of Action and Reaction

In constructing Eqs. (1) and (2), the constraint force acting on one body, A, is regarded as independent of the constraint force acting on the body B to which A is connected. Likewise, the constraint torque exerted on A is regarded as unrelated to the torque applied to B. However, the law of action and reaction provides six scalar relationships that must be taken into account at each joint. For cases where the joint connections remain coincident, the constraint loads acting between vehicles A and B are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction as specified by Newton’s Third Law. However, the relationship is not as simple when a translational joint is involved (Fig. 3), because it allows the A and B joint connections to separate along a straight line. In general, all translational offsets result in a moment arm that must be accounted for. To capture this fact as well as relate the constraint loads acting between the A and B vehicle pair, the following equations are used:

\[ F_A^{\text{(CON)}} + F_B^{\text{(CON)}} = 0 \]  
\[ T_A^{\text{(CON)}} + T_B^{\text{(CON)}} + \left( \mathbf{r}_B - \mathbf{r}_A \right) \times F_B^{\text{(CON)}} = 0 \]

Figure 3. Illustration of a 1-D prismatic joint connection between two rigid bodies. The load-balancing equations relate the A and B constraint load components acting at the respective A and B connection positions.
Note that Eq. (8) gives a simple, expected result when no translation is permitted ($r_A = r_B$).

E. Baumgarte Stabilization Technique

Equations (1) through (8) represent a sufficient set for solving the general constraint load problem described herein. However, the accuracy of the constraint load solution is sensitive to computational numerical error and initial joint misalignment. In particular, an accumulation of numerical error typically manifests itself as joint separation and/or misalignment over time. This in turn introduces additional errors in the solution, and the cycle continues. In order to reduce or even reverse joint separation and misalignment errors, the CFE algorithm implements an optional stabilization technique known as Baumgarte stabilization. Ordinarily, the constraint Eqs. (3) and (4) take the following form:

$$ f = \dot{g} = 0,$$

where $g$ represents either of the (non-differentiated) configuration constraint equations:

$$ \left( r_A - r_B \right) \cdot e_A = 0 $$

$$ e_B \cdot e_A = 0 $$

The stabilization technique is implemented by augmenting Eq. (9) with terms involving the once-differentiated and non-differentiated forms of $g$:

$$ f = \ddot{g} + 2\eta \dot{g} + \eta^2 g = 0 $$

Thus the new constraint relation in Eq. (11) considers not only the acceleration constraints, but also the corresponding velocity and original configuration constraints. These additional terms serve as a form of proportional and derivative control which can curtail joint separation and misalignment errors. Since the stabilization effect is dependent on the specific dynamic system, the parameter $\eta$ can be tuned to control the degree of constraint error.

F. Combined System Matrix and Solution

The CFE algorithm applies Eqs. (1) through (11) based on the complete multi-body system model and assembles a combined system matrix equation of the form $Ax = b$. As previously stated, the array $x$ contains the unknown constraint loads for each joint and the generalized accelerations of each vehicle (which are not directly used). All constraint loads are computed in inertial frame components and then resolved to local body coordinates of the respective vehicles. The matrix equation is computed at each simulation time step and solved using a standard matrix inversion routine. The CFE algorithm currently implements Crout’s method using partial pivoting, an LU decomposition algorithm. Once obtained, the constraint loads are applied back to the appropriate POST2 vehicles as external loads.

III. Results and Discussion

A. Test Case #1: Constraint Force Equation Verification

In order to verify the stand-alone form of the constraint force equation methodology, a simple test problem was constructed consisting of three rigid bodies connected by two joints. The initial orientation of the three bodies is shown in Fig. 4. Relative motion between the bodies was constrained by two different joint types. Rigid Body 1 (RB1) was connected to RB2 by a revolute (pinned) joint that constrained all relative translational motion and permitted relative rotation only about the joint axis. RB1 was also connected to RB3 by a fixed joint that constrained all relative translational and rotational motion between the two bodies. Thus, in this test case, RB1 and RB3 act together essentially as a single rigid body but serve as a good test for CFE to satisfy this constraint.

Also listed in Fig. 4 are the mass properties of each body and the time-varying loads that were applied to RB1 and RB2. The dynamic motion of this multi-body configuration was simulated using ADAMS/Solver, where the two different joint type combinations were simulated using built-in joint models in ADAMS. Simulations were
performed using the GSTIFF integrator, a variable order (maximum 6th), variable step, multi-step integration routine. The GSTIFF integrator is the most widely used and tested integrator in ADAMS/Solver. Simulations were run for 20 s using a maximum time step of 0.005 s and an error tolerance of 1.0e-8.

The state information from this solution (e.g., angular velocities, transformation matrices, etc.) was subsequently input into the CFE algorithm along with mass properties, joint locations and axis of rotation data in order to generate an independent time history of the constraint forces and torques. The constraint forces and torques that were computed with the CFE method were compared to the ADAMS/Solver results as the truth model, to evaluate the performance of the CFE methodology.

The level of agreement between the ADAMS/Solver and the CFE algorithm is shown in Fig. 5, where time histories of the constraint forces and constraint torques are plotted for the entire duration of 20 s. Since the rotation axis of the revolute joint was aligned with the body Z-axis, the Z-component of the constraint torque was zero; permitting relative rotation about the body Z-axis between Bodies 1 and 3. To better illustrate the level of agreement between the two solutions, the same data is shown for the last second of the simulation in Fig. 6. Finally, Fig. 7 shows the percent error of the CFE results with respect to the ADAMS/Solver solution. For much of the simulation, the percent error is below one percent. The isolated spikes in error occur when that particular force or torque value passes through zero.

Figures 8-10 illustrate a similar comparison of the constraint loads for the fixed joint connecting Bodies 1 and 3. The results indicate the same level of agreement between the CFE results and ADAMS/Solver solution as achieved for the revolute joint.

**Figure 4.** Screen capture from ADAMS/View showing initial orientation of rigid bodies for Test Case #1.
Figure 5. Constraint force and torque comparison: Standalone CFE vs ADAMS for Joint 1 (revolute).

Figure 6. Constraint force & torque comparison: Standalone CFE vs ADAMS for Joint 1 (revolute) (enlargement of last 1 s).
Figure 7. Constraint force and torque comparison: Percent Error between Standalone CFE and ADAMS for Joint 1 (revolute).

Figure 8. Constraint force and moment comparison: Standalone CFE vs ADAMS for Joint 2 (fixed).
Figure 9. Constraint force and torque comparison: Standalone CFE vs ADAMS for Joint 2 (fixed) (enlargement of last 1 s).

Figure 10. Constraint force and torque comparison: Percent Error between Standalone CFE and ADAMS for Joint 2 (fixed).
B. Test Case #2: TSTO Bimese Vehicle Stage Separation

A two-stage-to-orbit (TSTO) Bimese Vehicle stage separation problem was selected as the test case for CFE implementation in POST2. A schematic diagram of the TSTO Bimese vehicle concept, in which both the orbiter and the booster have the same external shape, is shown in Fig. 11. The relative arrangement of the two vehicles is shown in Fig. 12. The booster (first stage) is attached to the orbiter (upper stage) at two points. Prior to the release, the forward joint is assumed to be a fixed support and the aft joint is assumed to permit rotation in pitch. The relative location of these vehicles during separation is depicted in Fig. 13. Additional details of the vehicle mass properties, aerodynamic and propulsion characteristics, and flight parameters at staging can be found in Ref. 15.

A sample case of stage separation for this vehicle was created with the purpose of demonstrating the joint modeling capability between two 6-DOF rigid bodies and verifying against results generated with ConSep/ADAMS. This solution generated by ConSep/ADAMS is different from the complete simulation of stage separation as discussed in Ref. 15.

The separation sequence that was employed is shown in Fig. 14. For simplicity, both vehicles are initially rigidly fastened by a single fixed joint located at the rear attachment point with aerodynamic loads applied to both vehicles and a thrust force applied to the booster. At 0.3 s, a separation load is applied to the booster to test the fixed joint constraint equations. At 0.5 s, the fixed joint is replaced with a pinned joint and the booster begins to rotate about the y axis of the orbiter at the joint location. At 1.5 s, the joint is released and the separation load is removed. The simulation ends at 3 s.

Figure 15 shows the constraint forces and torques computed by both the POST and ConSep simulations. There is excellent agreement between the results computed by each simulation. The y-force and x and z-torques are essentially zero, which is expected since all motion occurs in the pitch plane (lateral-directional aerodynamic forces were not
included in the simulation). Also, note that the y-constraint torque goes to zero at 0.5 s as expected since that is when the fixed joint was changed to a pinned joint.

![Graphs showing comparison of constraint force and moments: Consep vs. POST2 with CFE.](image)

Figure 15. Comparison of constraint force and moments: Consep vs. POST2 with CFE.

One metric used to evaluate the performance of the CFE methodology is the relative joint displacement between the two separating vehicles. This parameter is the total distance from the booster joint location to the orbiter joint location. For the first 1.5 s, when the joint constraint is active, the relative joint displacement should be zero; that is, the internal forces and moments determined using the CFE technique should be keeping the two vehicles joined at the location of the joint. Since the CFE method that is implemented in POST2 integrates each body separately with constraint forces applied as external forces, the accumulation of numerical error will cause the vehicles to slowly separate at the joint location such that the joint displacement will be non-zero. The extent to which the joint constraint is violated is directly measured by computing the relative joint displacement.

Figure 16 shows the relative joint displacement plotted as a function of time for a series of simulations conducted in POST2. The baseline curve is for the case with, \( \eta \), the Baumgarte Error Stabilization factor, set to zero. The figure shows that even without error stabilization, the constraint is reasonably well satisfied since the relative joint displacement distance remains below 0.015 ft (0.024% of the total vehicle length) for the first 1.5 s, the entire duration that the vehicles are joined. However, by including the error stabilization term, the joint displacement distance can be reduced by a factor of 2.4 when \( \eta = 1 \). The improvement tends to progressively increase as \( \eta \) is increased, and the displacement error is reduced by two orders of magnitude when \( \eta = 10 \). For this case, higher values may be too large as indicated by the slight increase in joint separation after \(~1.35\) s for the \( \eta = 50 \) case. In addition, values of \( \eta \) that are too large actually result in an increase in joint separation for the first \(~0.38\) s as compared to the baseline \( \eta = 0 \) case.
Figure 16. Effect of error stabilization coefficient $\eta$ on relative joint displacement for POST2 CFE cases.

Figure 17 compares the angle-of-attack time histories for the orbiter for the baseline $\eta = 0$ and $\eta = 10$ cases with the ConSep results. There is good agreement between all three cases, but clearly the improvement in joint constraint compliance from the inclusion of error stabilization also improves the conformity between the CFE and ConSep attitude time history results. Similar agreement was obtained for booster angle of attack and other flight path variables not shown here.

Figure 17. Angle of attack time history comparison for bimese orbiter: ConSep vs POST2 CFE with two different error stabilization coefficients.
The good agreement between the POST2/CFE results and ConSep/ADAMS for these two test cases demonstrates that the constraint force equation methodology is suitable for simulating stage separation problems in the POST2 environment. When this capability is added to POST2, it will be possible to perform seamless end-to-end mission simulation for multi-stage launch vehicles that have complex joint interfaces.

IV. Concluding Remarks

The constraint force equation (CFE) methodology was developed in a stand-alone mode for modeling constraint forces and moments acting on multiple bodies connected with simple joints, permitting arbitrary degree of freedom and suitable for simulation of multi-body separation in launch vehicle staging environment. The CFE methodology was implemented in the industry standard trajectory simulation tool POST2 to add the capability to perform end-to-end simulation of launch vehicle trajectories. Two test cases were discussed in this paper. The first case examined the motion of three rigid bodies connected with one fixed and one revolute joint in order to demonstrate the CFE methodology. The second case simulated the stage separation of a bimissile TSTO vehicle to validate the CFE implementation in POST2. For both cases, the CFE results were in good agreement with those generated using ConSep/ADAMS, verifying the CFE methodology and its implementation in POST2. However, additional testing and verification of the POST2/CFE methodology are needed before this code is ready for generic end-to-end simulation of launch vehicle trajectories.
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Problem

In NASA’s Next Generation Launch Technology (NGLT) Program, stage separation was identified as a critical technology needed for successful development and operation of multi-stage reusable launch vehicles. As a step towards developing this critically needed technology, NASA has initiated a comprehensive stage separation tool development activity that includes wind tunnel testing, development and validation of CFD and engineering level tools. A key part of this activity is the development of a generalized stage separation analysis and simulation capability to perform the design and evaluation of separation strategies for nominal and abort scenarios.

In response to this need, a conceptual level tool called ConSep was created using the Automatic Dynamic Analysis of Mechanics Systems (ADAMS) Simulation software. ADAMS is a high fidelity solver capable of simulating complex mechanical systems. To simulation the stage separation problem, various user-defined modules were developed to provide flexibility in modeling vehicle aerodynamics, propulsion, connection joints, separation forces, control laws, and actuators. The entire simulation, which includes the user-defined modules wrapped around the ADAMS solver, is known as ConSep. This generic tool was derived from a specialized simulation called SepSim that was developed in support of the successful X-43A flight project.

The generality provided from the specialized ADAMS solver enables the modeling of complex separation problems with multiple joints and a range of possible joint types. That generality, however, increases the overall complexity of the problem since the flight mechanics modeling must be added separately (e.g., user-defined modules for aerodynamics, etc.). Moreover, to perform an end-to-end simulation, at least two codes are required: a trajectory simulation program for the flight segments before and after staging, and the ADAMS-based multi-body dynamics simulator for the stage separation event. Such a scheme is more complex than using a single code, and often much slower, thus making it more difficult to perform trajectory optimization and Monte Carlo analyses. In addition, having more than one code provides additional challenges in simulation verification.
This paper discusses an alternate approach for modeling stage separation problems using a widely available trajectory design and optimization tool. Instead of employing a separate code to simulate the stage separation flight segment, the capability to model internal constraint forces due to simple joints connecting multiple rigid bodies was added to the trajectory software. This technique enables an entire end-to-end simulation to be performed with a single code, thus simplifying the overall implementation as well as providing a range of modeling and optimization capabilities that are standard features in most trajectory software packages.

**Approach**

This paper describes a generic stage separation simulation developed using the Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories (POST II). POST II is a generalized trajectory optimization program that can be used to model three and six-degree-of-freedom trajectories for multiple powered or unpowered vehicles. The original POST program was first developed in the early 1970’s and has been continuously developed and improved since that time. POST II draws on this heritage while incorporating numerous improvements and enhancements to the original POST, not the least of which is the ability to simultaneously simulate more than one vehicle. This new capability, as well as the fact that the program can be easily modified by an experienced user to include vehicle control systems and non-standard trajectory models, made POST II an appropriate choice for the construction of end-to-end trajectory simulation tool. Furthermore, the POST II architecture provided optimization capabilities to determine how control system inputs and other design variables can be adjusted to optimize the trajectory profile during separation.

To model the internal constraint forces within POST II, analytical expressions were derived for the forces and torques necessary to maintain the kinematical constraints imposed by a single fixed, pinned, or ball joint connecting two rigid bodies with six degrees of freedom (6-DOF). The joint location on each body was arbitrary, but was assumed to remain fixed relative to each vehicle. These analytical expressions were generated by inverting an 18 x 18 matrix and were included in a FORTRAN subroutine that calculated the constraint loads as a function of the kinematic state, joint location, axis of rotation, external loads and mass properties of each body. Figure 1 shows the general formulation of the equations of motion and kinematical constraint equations for the fixed and pinned joint cases.

**Summary of Important Conclusions**

A sample case was created to demonstrate the joint modeling capability between two 6-DOF rigid bodies and was verified against results generated with ConSep. The sample problem modeled the stage separation of bimese reusable launch vehicles, a two-stage-to-orbit concept in which both the booster and orbiter have the same outer-mold lines. Figure 2 is a schematic illustration showing the location of the two attachment points on the vehicles prior to separation. The forward joint is assumed to be a fixed support and the aft joint is assumed to permit rotation in pitch. The separation sequence that was employed is shown in Fig. 3. For simplicity, both vehicles are initially rigidly
fastened by a single fixed joint and no loads are applied. At 0.3 sec a separation load is applied to vehicle 1 to test the fixed joint constraint equations. At 0.5 sec the fixed joint is replaced with a pinned joint with the rotation axis directed along the y-axis of the orbiter and the vehicle begins to rotate about the joint location. At 1.5 sec the joint is released and the separation load is removed. The simulation ends at 3 sec.

Figure 4 shows the constraint forces and torques computed by both the POST and ConSep simulations. There is excellent agreement between the results computed by each simulation. The y-force and x and z-torques are essentially zero which is expected since all motion occurs in the pitch plane (lateral-directional aerodynamic forces were not included in the simulation). Also, note that the y-constraint torque goes to zero at 0.5 sec as expected since that is when the fixed joint was changed to a pinned joint.

The angle-of-attack time histories for each vehicle are shown in Figure 5. Again, the results from each simulation match very well. In addition, the relative joint displacement between the two vehicles is plotted in Fig. 6. This parameter defines the distance between the joint contact points on each vehicle and should be zero while the vehicles are still attached. The figure shows that the constraint is reasonably well satisfied since the distance remains below 0.02 inches for the entire duration that the vehicles are joined.
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• Equations of Motion

\[ F_1 + F_{\text{CON}} = m_1 \ddot{x}_1 \]
\[ T_1 + T_{\text{CON}} + j_1 \times F_{\text{CON}} = \begin{pmatrix} l_{11} & -l_{12} & -l_{13} \\ -l_{12} & l_{11} & -l_{13} \\ -l_{13} & -l_{13} & l_{13} \end{pmatrix} \omega_1 + \begin{pmatrix} 0 & -\omega_{2x} & \omega_{3y} \\ \omega_{2x} & 0 & -\omega_{3x} \\ -\omega_{3y} & \omega_{3x} & 0 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} l_{11} & -l_{12} & -l_{13} \\ -l_{12} & l_{11} & -l_{13} \\ -l_{13} & -l_{13} & l_{13} \end{pmatrix} \omega_1 \]

\[ F_2 - F_{\text{CON}} = m_2 \ddot{x}_2 \]
\[ T_2 - T_{\text{CON}} + j_2 \times (-F_{\text{CON}}) = \begin{pmatrix} l_{21} & -l_{22} & -l_{23} \\ -l_{22} & l_{21} & -l_{23} \\ -l_{23} & -l_{23} & l_{23} \end{pmatrix} \omega_2 + \begin{pmatrix} 0 & -\omega_{2x} & \omega_{3y} \\ \omega_{2x} & 0 & -\omega_{2y} \\ -\omega_{3y} & \omega_{3x} & 0 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} l_{21} & -l_{22} & -l_{23} \\ -l_{22} & l_{21} & -l_{23} \\ -l_{23} & -l_{23} & l_{23} \end{pmatrix} \omega_2 \]

• Kinematical Constraint Equations

**Fixed Joint Case**

\[ r_1 + j_1 = r_2 + j_2 \]
\[ \omega_2 = \omega_1 \]

**Pin Joint Case**

\[ r_1 + j_1 = r_2 + j_2 \]
\[ \omega_2 = \omega_1 + \dot{\alpha} \mathbf{u} \]
\[ T_{\text{CON}} \cdot \mathbf{u} = 0 \]

*Figure 1. Equations of motion and kinematical constraint equations for fixed and pinned joint cases.*

---

**Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the attachment of the booster and orbiter.**
Figure 3. Separation event sequence for sample bimese stage separation problem.

Figure 4. Comparison of constraint forces computed by POST and ConSep. Vehicle 1 is the orbiter and Vehicle 2 is the booster.
Figure 5. Angle-of-attack time history comparison. Vehicle 1 is the orbiter and Vehicle 2 is the booster.
Figure 6. Relative joint location distance between booster and orbiter.